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COGNITIVE PERSPECTIVE 
 

Cognitive psychology is concerned with how people acquire, store, transform, use and 
communicate information. In the 1950s, there was an explosion of research into cognitive 
processes such as memory, language acquisition, attention, perception and problem solving.  

Development and Cultural Contexts 

A factor which was responsible for the rise of cognitive psychology was a military interest in 
cognition during WW2 because they needed to have a better understanding of how such 
cognitive processes as attention worked, since there was a military necessity to know, for instance, 
how long a person could sit in front of a radar without making mistakes.  
With WW2, the dominance of research of German origin lessened and many researches moved to 
the USA (for both safety and opportunities). 
 

 Dissatisfaction with the behaviourist approach in its simple emphasis on behaviour rather than internal 
processes (challenges to behaviourism) 

Cognitive psychology began to really develop in the mid-1950s because there was a growing 
dissatisfaction with the behaviourist approach which emphasised on behaviour rather than 
internal processes. The cognitive revolution was initiated by Miller, who published a paper on “the 
magic number 7 +/- 2” concerning the limits of short-term memory and Noam Chromsky’s critique 
of behaviourism regarding language acquisition, he suggested that language acquisition was better 
understood in terms of the cognitive processes involved. These were influential challenges to 
behaviourism and marked the rise of cognitive psychology.  
 

 The development of better experimental methods (development of brain scan technology) 

 The start of the use of computers allowed psychologists to try to understand the complexities of human 
cognition by comparing it with something simpler and better understood i.e. an artificial system such as a 
computer (use of computer model) 

Other important factors that gave rise to the cognitive perspective were the computer revolution 
which meant that the computer analogy provided a more realistic basis of understanding human 
cognition since computers share some of the complexities of the human brain and 
psychologists developed increasingly ingenious experimental tasks, which permitted much more 
accurate assessment of cognitive processes being used by a participant in e.g. memory. 
With the development of computerised technology, more sophisticated techniques (CAT, PET, 
MRI) have come about, all assessing different aspects of brain activity. Such scanning technology 
contributed to the development of cognitive science by combining artificial intelligence with 
computer simulation. Computer science takes the view that human beings are information 
processors and aims to build simulation models of cognitive and neurological processes in order 
to understand how we process information. 
Mental events were increasingly understood in terms of models of information processing, with the 
brain corresponding to the hardware (the computer) and mental processes, such as thinking and 
memory, to the software (the programs). Therefore, much of modern day cognitive psychology 
relies on the computer metaphor – where the human is seen primarily as a complex information 
processor. With the emphasis being on an experimental method (and with the use of computer 
modelling and solving socially important problems – such as how to help fighter pilots to be more 
effective), cognitive psychology was quickly embraced in the western cultures. 
 

Assumptions 

 Computer based models can be used to describe human behaviour 
(mind operates a bit like a computer; Information – in put = processed = output – Behaviour) 

 Mental processes can and should be investigated scientifically 
 Cognitive processes actively organize and manipulate information that we receive – 

humans are not passive responders to their environment, they process info then choose their 
behaviour. Soft determinism. 

 Non-human animals may be used to help understand human behaviour. 
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HUMAN MEMORY 
Interesting in over 2000 years but systematically studied only last 100 years, last 50 years has 
been huge topic within psychology 
 

MODELS AND THEORIES OF MEMORY 
 

 SHORT TERM MEMORY LONG TERM MEMORY 

Capacity 7 +/- 2 (increased by chunking) Enormous (impossible to measure) 

Duration 18-30s Difficult to measure; longest scientifically measured 84 years 

Coding Acoustic (sounds) Semantically (codes for meaning) 

 

 
 

1. Multi Store Model Atkinson & Shiffrin 1968 

 
 Key features of the model 

 Structural model with several controlling processes which are attention, coding and rehearsal 

 It suggests that there are 3 stores which are holding structures for information 
o The info comes in from senses into sensory memory store 
o smaller amount goes by attention and coding into the STM 
o in STM it is rehearsed, coded and put into the LTM 

 

LE Capacity of STM (Primacy - Recency effects, Serial Position Curve) Glanzer & Cunitz 1966 

- Aim: to determine the capacity of STM 
- Procedure: 2 groups of Ps, presented with same list of words. Group A tested on immediate 

recall, group B recalled after 30 seconds in which they completed a distraction task 
- last ones remembered because still in STM 
- first ones remembered because already (rehearsed) transferred to LTM 

- middle ones remembered poorly because still on their way from 
STM to LTM 

- lacks mundane realism, not ecological valid since that’s not an everyday 
task! 
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LTM STM 

LTM STM 

LE Duration of STM Peterson & Peterson 1959 
Aim: To investigated the duration of STM, i.e. if information held in STM disappears within about 
20 seconds, if rehearsal is prevented 
Procedure: – P were presented with set diagrams (nonsense syllables) e.g. WNQ 
- P were asked to recall them after delays of 3,6,9,12,15 and 18s 
- P were tested repeatedly with different time delays – repeated measures were used 
- P were given an interference task (counting backwards in threes) 
Findings: – After 3s 80% of trigrams were recalled 
- After 6 seconds 50% were recalled 
- After 18 seconds, less than 10% were recalled 

- Recall decreases steadily between 3 and 18s. 
Suggesting that duration of STM memory is not much more than 18s 

Conclusions: – The memory trace in STM has nearly just about disappeared after 10s, showing 
that the duration of STM is limited to approx. 20s if rehearsal is prevented 
- (It may be lost by Trace Decay or Displacement) 
- Results show that STM is different from LTM in terms of duration – supports MSM 
Evaluation: – LAB = demand characteristics, investigator and order effects 
- Not ecological valid – lacks mundane realism – can’t be generalised 
- Different learning styles 
 
LE Encoding in STM and LTM Baddeley 1966 

Baddeley investigated encoding in STM and LTM as he predicted that acoustic coding was used in STM and semantic coding in LTM. 
Procedure: - Lab experiment, using repeated measures design 

- 4 words list, P were presented with one only 
- 2 lists were the experimental condition, in 1 the words were acoustically similar (mad, men, cap), and n the other the words were semantically similar (big, bread, tall, hat) 
- After 2 conditions acted as controls, one was acoustically dissimilar (cow, hot, bar) and the other was semantically dissimilar (foul, old, deep) 
- The IV was the form the list of words looked and the DV was the number of substitution errors made 

- To test STM P were asked to recall words immediately 
- To test LTM P were asked to recall after time delay 
Findings: - There are 2 separate areas coding differently: 

- STM struggles when words sound the same (acoustically similar words – only 10% remembered) 

- LTM struggles when words have the same meaning (semantically similar words) 
Conclusions: - Less confusion with sounds and meanings because it’s easier to discriminate between them 

- The confusion the semantically similarity in the test of later recall demonstrates the importance in LTM and can be concluded that encoding is mainly semantic of meaning in LTM 

- The confusion of acoustically similarity demonstrates the importance of sounds in STM 
Evaluation: - In Lab = demand characteristics, order effects, counter balancing 

- No population validity (American students) not ecological valid (silly list of words is not applicable to real life) 
- Acoustic and semantically aren’t the only codes (e.g. pictures…) 

- Different learning styles of people 

o Evidence by Brain damaged Patients 

Case Study Clive Wearing 
Was a successful musician  1985 he had a brain infection caused by the cold sore virus 
which attacked his hippocampus and destroyed it (+ other parts of his cortex) 
- He can’t transfer information from his STM to his LTM  lives in a snapshot of time; 

believes he has just awoken from years of unconsciousness, his life is a blinked moment and has 
to “restart” once the time span of his STM elapses (about 30s) 

- He remembers his earlier life patchy; not many details (UNLIKE H.M.!) 
- His musical ability is remarkably preserved; he can still speak, walk, read, learn new skills 

(e.g. mirror-reading) 

Case Study H.M. 
Since he was 16 he had epileptic fits  he had a surgery at 27 which cured his epilepsy but his 
hippocampus was removed on both sides on his brain and he had amnesia 

- couldn’t remember anything after surgery; only before it 
- his STM was generally normal (about 15 seconds) but he couldn’t 

transfer it to LTM (if he could, he couldn’t retrieve it) 

 

 Evaluation of Model 

+ Good framework; other psychologists built on the basic model from Atkinson and Shiffin 
- Intrinsic case studies (can’t be generalized) 
- Unnatural behaviours (when in LAB) = not ecological valid (silly words aren’t realistic) 
- Repeated measure design = order effects, guess the aim 
- Over-simplification, reductionist (makes things too simple; STM and LTM are more complex) 
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2. Levels of Processing Model (Rehearsal) Craik & Lockheart 1972 
 
In this model memory is seen as a single dimension rather than a series of separate stores. These 
psychologists concentrate on what happens to the word when it is rehearsed. 
A word can be processed at three different levels 
 
 

 Levels of processing 
- LEVEL 1 physical 

the word is processed for its physical characteristics (capital, word begins with…, 
number of letters…) 

- LEVEL 2 acoustic 
the word is processed for what it sounds like (rhymes with…) 

- LEVEL 3 semantic 
the word is processed for its meaning (house – that is where you live) 

 
The deeper the level of processing, the more likely you are to remember it 
 

 Key factors of the Model 
1. Elaboration 

The more elaborate the sentence when you are semantically processing, the more likely you are to 
remember it (e.g. rabbit – easy sentence “she cooked the…” less remembered than elaborate 
sentence “the great bird swooped down on the frightened, scared little rabbit” 
 

2. Organisation 
The more organized you do with info, the more likely you are to remember it (Research by 
Mandler; 52 picture cards; people had to categorise them into 2-7 categories; those who had 
sorted them into more categories had a better recall than those with only 2 categories) 
 

3. Distinctiveness 
The more unusual and unique something is, the easier it is to remember 
 
 

LE Experiment using different questions Craik & Tulving 1975 
P were shown a list of 60 words 
They did a recognition test, being asked one of the following questions: 
1. Is it in capitals(shallow processing) 
2. Does it rhyme with… (auditory processing) 
3. Is it a type of food (semantic processing) 
4. Does it fit into this sentence (semantic processing – elaborate rehearsal) 
Findings 
They did a recognition test: there was better recognition with questions 3 and 4 and they concluded 
that there were more deeply processed. They also noticed that if the answer was YES 
(significance) it was more remembered 
Evaluation 
- Suggests that the theory is correct 
- Done in lab – demand characteristics, people don’t behave naturally, evaluation apprehension 

(know that they’re being tested) 
- Not ecological valid (list of silly words can’t be applied to real life) 
- Deepness of process is different for everyone (words could mean different things for different 

people) 
- Some people have more/less meaning for some words (personal significant words are 

remembered well) 
- Amount of time thinking about it (deeply processed words take more time in concentration) 

- Oversimplified, reductionist 
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3. The working memory model (STM) Baddeley and Hitch 1974 
 
They modified the STM part of the Multi-Store Model. 
They propose that its function was to serve as a working memory, a system that allowed several 
pieces if info to be held in mind at the same time and interrelated 
 

 
 

 The model consist of FOUR main parts 

1. The Central Executive 

- This allocates all incoming info to the appropriate areas for processing 
- It has got a limited capacity of 7 +/- 2 
- Deals with info that is cognitive demanding (complicated) 
- Monitors and coordinates the other areas of the STM 

2. Articulatory Loop (Inner voice) 

- Used for rehearsal of verbal material (sound-based rehearsal) 
- Can rehearse 2 seconds worth 

3. Visual-Spatial Scratch pad (inner eye) 

- Holds visual info temporarily 
- Deals with 2 types of visual info 
- Visual properties (colour, shape, size) 
- Spatial judgement (location, mental rotation) 

4. Primary acoustic store 

- Auditory info comes straight from the articulatory loop whereas visual info is processed back to 
the central executive then to the art. Loop (everything gets rehearsed articulary – all info is 
converted into an acoustic code – it’s given a pitch, loudness and volume) and then to the 
primary loop 

 

LE Interference dual task Baddeley 1975 

- 1st group did a visual task and an auditory task (see-count) 
- Group 2 did a visual and visual task (see) 
- FOUND if the 2 tasks used the same compartments, their performance was reduced 
- Case studies of brain damaged patients show that some only use the visual auditory par – 

evidence that there are diff. parts 
- Explains how people have diff. learning styles! 

 

 Weaknesses of Model 
- All theory – can’t MEASURE the different parts 
- It’s an abstract theory, different parts are not measurable 
- Know very little about the central executive 
- Focused only tested on visual/auditory = reductionist 
- Not ecological valid (silly boxes ticking…) 
- Lab = demand characteristics, evaluation apprehension 
- P variable because of DIFF: Groups! 

Central Executive 

Articulatory Loop 
„inner voice“ 

Visual-Spatial Scratch pad 
„inner eye“ 

Primary Acoustic Store 
„inner ear“ 
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FORGETTING 
NOT Available stored memory – faded with time 
NOT Accessible know we remember it, but can’t access it 

 

STM Theories 
 

1. Trace Decay 
- Theory that as we remember information it leaves an imprint or ‘trace’. As we rehearse this it 

causes the imprint to become stronger and easier to remember. 
- However as time progresses, the trace fades and decays which causes the memory to become 

harder to remember and, if enough time passes, the trace can decay completely (memory is lost) 
- We know that this mainly affects STM but it can also affect LTM though LTM is more resistant to 

physical trauma on the mind 
 

LE Trace Decay Jenkins & Dallenbach 1924 
Found that when people were allowed to sleep in the interval between learning and recalling 
nonsense syllables they remembered more than the subjects who stayed awake doing everyday 
day activities for the equivalent time. Both conditions were asked to recall the words after 1, 2, 4 
and 8 hours. In both groups, memory declined over time, but the day subjects’ memories declined 
more, suggesting that it is not time alone which determines forgetting.  
 

 Evaluation 
- Some skills which are not practiced for LTM can still be easily recalled e.g. driving, language not 

spoken since a child 
- Some people can forget memories and recall them clearly years later which opposes the idea of 

trace decay because the memories have neither faded or been rehearsed 
- Study isn’t ecological valid because remembering words is not a common task in real life 
 
2. Displacement 

- Regarding STM only 
- Suggest, that when the capacity of STM (7 +/- 2) gets to its maximum, new items of memory 

tend to push out and “displace” old items – which may be lost unless they were sufficiently 
passed into LTM 

 

LE (Seial Probe Task) Displacement Waugh & Norman 1965 

- P were presented with digits 

- After hearing list, one of them (“the probe”) was repeated 

- P had to say which digit followed the probe 

Findings - Evidence for Displacement 
- probe from the beginning of the list  poor recall (< 20%) - later digits displaced it 
- probe from the end of the list  high recall (> 80%) - last digits still in STM and not yet displaced by others 
Findings - Criticism of Displacement 

- When list of digits was read out more quickly, recall was better  suggests that decay is a better explanation 
 

 Evaluation 

- Glanzer et al (tested trace decay and displacement) found that decay can also explain memory 
loss  displacement theory is not a strong enough theory to explain memory loss alone 

- Lab  demand characteristics, investigator effects, order effects 
- Not ecological valid (list of nonsense digits)  
- Differences in learning styles  
- Meaning of digits, chunking… 
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LTM Theories 
 

1. Retrieval Failure (Lack of Cues) Tulving (1974) 
 

- memories cannot be recalled because correct retrieval cues are not being used (tip-of-the-
tongue phenomenon - know that we know something but cannot retrieve it at that moment) 

Encoding Specificity Principle 
- When you learn something you encode a set of cues with it 
- Ability to recall information is dependant on retrieval cues being present 
- Information is stored in memory but can’t be accessed until the appropriate cue is given.  
- Recall improves if same cues are present during recall as during original learning 
 

Cue-Dependent forgetting: 

a) CONTEXT 
- Environmental or contextual variables act as external cues (room, taste, music…) e.g. learn in 

bed with music – can best remember in those condition; less good e.g. in cold test room (no 
clues given) 

 

Field Experiment – G (only men) Context DF Goddin & Baddeley 1975 
- Divers had to learn word lists 
o On land OR 15 feet under water 
- Recall was either in the same context or a different one 

- They found that there was a 30% decrease in recall when recalling in a different setting 

- Study repeated in 1980 using recognition as the measure of remembering and found NO effect 
- They concluded that CONTEXT DEPENDENT forgetting applies to RECALL only 
 

Evaluation 

- In 1995, Baddeley pointed out that effects, as large as those found in the 1975 experiment, 
occur only with a very dramatic change of environment 

- The experiment involving the divers was ethically sound as all the people involved were divers 
and weren’t placed in a situation that they were unfamiliar with 

- The results are not ecologically valid as not everyone is a diver –people may react differently 
 
 
 

b) STATE 
- Psychological or physiological states act as internal cues (mood – “mood state-dependent 

memory”) 

- Effects are stronger when P are in a positive mood than a negative mood 
 

Field Experiment/LE – EG (only men) Physical state Goodwin et al 1969 

- Male P performed 4 memory tasks either while sober or under effects of alcohol 

- 24 hours later, they were tested under the same or different conditions 
- Recall was better when the subject was intoxicated during both sessions than when he was 

intoxicated only during the learning session 
- Alcohol appears to produce state-dependent effects (though not all forms of memory are equally sensitive to different states) 
- Best recall was sober to sober 
LE Psychological state (emotions taken into account, more free-will....) 
  Loptus & Burns 1982 
- 2 groups of P – showed film on a robbery of bank 
- 1 group film ended – asked questions about 
- 2 group last minute child was shot in face – asked questions 
- 1st group did better on questions; 1st group was in same state when answering – watching 
- 2nd group traumatized when watching – then asked = different state 
 

Evaluation 

- Unethical (extreme conditions = P got sad) 
- Not ecological valid 
- Argued that it is repression not cue problem but repression 
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2. Interference Theory 
Competition between items, which can hamper learning and produce “forgetting” 
As the time goes on we experience a running-together of past experiences and consequent loss of 
details, due to interference 
Proative Intereference: When previous learning interferes with learning something new 
- Become highly practiced at carrying out some operation on the computer; update software – try 

to carry out the old way 
- call previous boyfriend’s name in new relationship 
Retroactive Interference: When later learning disrupts memory for earlier learning 
- as child went on holiday to same place for 4 years; events and experiences will interfere ability 

to remember what happened in the first year 
 

LE Interference McGeoch & MacDonald 1931 

- P learn list of adjectives and then take part in another activity before recalling the list 
o Test  Learn number  Learn nonsense syllables  Learn unrelated adjectives  Learn opposite 

adjectives  Learn synonyms 
- The more similar the second list, the greater the level of forgetting 
 

 Evaluation 

- Lab = demand characteristics, Not ecological valid, Effects often disappear with cued recall (list 
where you have to tick right ones), Does not explain underlying processes 

 

Motivated and Emotional factors in forgetting 
 

1. Repression 
Is the unconscious process that ensures that threatening or anxiety provoking memories are kept 
from conscious awareness 
Memories are not lost they can be retrieved using psychoanalysis techniques 
Can lead to psychological disorders e.g. phobias and depression 
 

Case Study Little Hans Freud 1909 
Little Hans; phobia of being bitten by horse – horse collapsed once in street – relationship that 
father wanted to castrate him (father looked like horse) 
OXDIPUS complex – repressing the desire to sleep with mother and fear of father to get castrated 
– want to be father’s friend not to get castrated 
Freud thought this stage in children’s lives at about the age of 5 
Evaluation 

- Not scientific as Freud has no experiments to back up his ideas 
- Can’t be generalized (case study) 
- Data collection biased – little Hans ‘s father was a follower of Freud – so results could have been flowed 
 

Clinical Interviews – Ethics, Gender Repression Williams 1994 
Interviewed 129 women with previously documented histories of abuse, and concluded that 38% 
did not remember abuse that had taken place 17 years earlier. Her subjects had been traced 
from medical records of a hospital emergency room. 
The abuse of female children were documented in medical records 17 years prior to Williams’s 

study. William contacted them, not telling them what her study was actually about (“'elected from 
the records of people who went to the city hospital in 1973-1975' for an 'important follow-up study of the 
lives and health of women who during childhood received medical care at the city hospital“). The 

interviewers asked detailed questions about each woman’s history of sexual abuse. 38% 
didn’t report their abuse and Williams speculated that most cases represented amnesia, 
repression rather than withholding of information. 
However, amnesia could have been due to the young age because about 50% of the females who 
couldn’t remember it were aged 6 or younger at the time of abuse. 
(Repression = Psychodynamic Perspective. But since they were in another psychological state it may as well 
be explained with cognitive theories!) 
Evaluation 

- Very unethical no informed consent, deception, physiological harm, Gender bias (only females) 
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2. Flashbulb Memories (Theory of Remembering!) 
Vivid, long lasting memory of an event that is particularly significant or important 
 
Cahill and McGaugh suggested that people were able to remember better because at times of 
high emotional arousal hormones are produced, eg. Adrenaline and cortisol (stress hormone) 
(They put a stimulated drug into rats and they were able to perform tasks they had learned 
previously better than those rats who hand’t received the stimulant) 
Very accurate memories! 
 

 Flash Bulb Conway et al 
Found British students were able to recall where they were etc when Maragaret Thatcher resigned 
better than foreign students 

 
FLASHBULB EVENTS MUST BE CULTURALLY AND PERSONALLY SIGNIFICANT 

 Flash Bulb Brown & Kulik 
Noticed that many people were able to vividly recollect what they were doing at the time of 
President Kennedy’s assassination 
They suggested that flashbulb memories were distinctive because they were both enduring and 
accurate 

 

 Evaluation 
Other psychologists think it’s just that people rehearse the event often so are able to recall it better 
- Investigator effects (interviews) 
 

 Surprise-induced Memorisation 

- flashbulb memories may not only be formed in response to events of social significance, but 
also in response to surprising stimuli and events in general 

- flashbulb memories are coded differently to memories not associated with surprising stimuli or 
extreme social significance  

 

Eyewitness Testimony (EWT) 

Reconstructive Nature of Memory 
How accurate are eye witnesses? Can they really accurately remember details of what happened, 
or has their memory actually been reconstructed? 

 

1. Schema Theory Bartlett 1932  
 

Most theories present the view that memories are stored, however, schema theory believes that 
we only store bits of information and we reconstruct other elements to make it a coherent whole. 
These reconstructed bits come from our existing schema. 

DEFINITION of schema 

- A cluster of knowledge about a particular topic 
- Includes stereotypes, attitude and prejudices about that topic 
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LE – C Reconstructive Memory (Schema) Bartlett 1932 

AIM: To investigate effect on schema (expectations, attitudes, prejudice, stereotypes) on P’s recall; based 

on Bartlett’s schema theory (- memory involves active reconstruction) 
Procedure (natural experiment) 

- 20 American P; presented with range of stories from different cultures 

- Serial reproduction method was used as P were asked to reproduce the stimulus they had seen 

repeatedly at different intervals (varied between days, months, years) 
- E.g. story “the war of the ghosts” (selected because from different culture – conflict with reader’s 

knowledge – encourage to reconstruct story using schema) 

-  distortion in P’s reproduction assessed for evidence of reconstruction 

Findings 

- Bartlett found distortion in P’s recollections 

- Distortion increased over successive recalls – most of these reflected P’s attempt to make story more 

from their own culture 
Types of recall errors (changes that made story easier to remember) 
Rationalization: made story more coherent as the story was shortened and phrases changed to be more similar to their 
own language  Flattering (failure to recall unfamiliar details e.g. ghosts)  Omissions  Changes of order  Alterations in 
importance (sharpening)  Distortions of emotions 

Conclusions 

- Accuracy was rare 
- Changes to story on recall showed active reconstruction to fit story to existing schema – schema theory 

supported 

- Believed schema affect retrieval (rather than encoding or storage) 
- Memory forever reconstructed; would become fixed 
Evaluation 

+ Natural experiment = quite ecological valid 

- Lacked control of variables (day, motivation, intelligence of P) = lack internal validity 

- Demand characteristics (clues by strangeness of story) = lack internal validity 
- Research lacked objectivity 
- intervals at which the participants were asked to recall the story often changed between different 

participants = lack of reliability 

- Might not have temporal validity, population validity (ethnocentric, only English 20 P), culture bias 

(American P) 

LE Drawings (Schema) Carmichael 1932 
Presented P with drawings which they had to reproduce 
- Found using verbal protocols that P spontaneously gave a label to the drawing eg.g. anker 
- Their picture reflected the label rather than the original drawing 
- Concluded that we also reconstruct things that we see in terms our schema 

LE Schema Brewer & Tremens 1981 

- Lab; set up the room like an office; room contained 61 objects (put there on purpose) 
- Some usual office things, some incompatible things (scull, brick, ...) 

- P were asked to wait in “the office” for 35 seconds until called through 

- Asked to recall the items in the room 
- Remembered compatible items best (more items that fitted with their schema) 
- Didn’t remember incompatible ones but the scull (outstanding items) 
- Remembered also lots of items that had high-schema expectancies (e.g. telephone, book – weren’t in the 

office but you’d expect them to be there) 

- VERY ECOLOGICAL VALID! Shows that we use schemas to reconstruct memories! 

 Specialised Schema 

1. Scripts 
A schema of how to behave in a certain situation, e.g restaurant 

2. Steorotypes 
A schema about the group of people, e.g. blonde woman, Italian…. 

 Evaluation of Schema Theory 

Schema can’t be measured and no-one can explain how they are formed in the first place 
There’s no explanation of how your brain goes straight to the appropriate schema 
The studies used to test schema lack experimental rigor (are not very scientific) 
Usually in schema studies P are not told they’re going to have to recall –l when they are ttold, recall is more 
accurate 
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2. Eye witness testimony (EWT) and post even information Loftus 

Elisabeth Loftus has shown how information received after the witnessed event (especially leading 
questions) can cause retroactive interference with the memory of that event and the memory is 
actually reconstructed. 

a) EWT is NOT accurate: Leading questions can mean that information is 

1. LE Added to an account  Loftus & Zanni 1975 

- Showed 100 students a film of a car accident – gave them a questionnaire 
- group 1: Critical questions – did you see THE broken headlight 
- group 2: Did you see A broken headlight 
- (There was NO headlight in the film) 
- More people in the “The”-group said YES – this is because “the” is a definite article and makes 

the question LEADING 

2. LE – C Distorted Loftus & Palmer 1974 
Aim: To test their hypothesis that the language used in EWT can alter memory. Aimed to show 
that leading questions (cues provided) could distort EWT – confabulating effect 
Procedure 
- Asked 45 American students (opportunity sample) to estimate speed of motor vehicles using 

different forms of questions 

- 5 conditions (only one experienced by each P – independent measure design) 

- P were shown slide of a car accident (involving more cars) 

- Asked to describe what happened; asked specific questions 
o E.g. About how fast were the cars going when they (hit/smashed/bumped… - 5 conditions) each other? 

- IV = wording of the questions  DV = speed reported by P 

- 1 week later they were asked “did you see any broken glass” (none shown in the slides) 
Findings 

- Estimated speed was affected by VERB used (implied info about speed = systematically 
affected P’s memory of accident) 

o Eg “smashed” (41 mph; more P did see broken glass) faster speed than “hit” (34 mph; less P saw broken glass) 
Conclusions 

Questions = leading questions = affect P’s memory of event 

Answer is implicit in the question (question contains info about what answer should be) 
 Language = distorting affect on EWT = inaccurate accounts of witnessed events possible that 

original memory has been reconstructed but may have been replaced or experienced 
interference (important implication for question in police interviews of eyewitness) 

Evaluation 
- Culture bias: American Students 
- Research lack mundane realism (videos don’t have same emotional impact as real life 

accidents) 
o Findings may not be representative of real life EWT = not ecological (external) valid 

- Lab = cues to research hypothesis = demand characteristics = P reactivity bias 

o Distortion in EWT merely P’s desire to behave in expected way by experimenter 

(rather than real distortions as consequence of language used in questions) 
o Research may lack internal validity (distortions not a genuine effect of IV – research didn’t measure what it set out to) 

3. LE Substituted Loftus 
Loftus was able to substitute a stop sign for a give-away-sign by careful questioning 

 EVALUATION of Loftus’ work on eye witness testimony 

- Many argue it’s not ecological valid to show films 
- Set in lab, look for demand characteristics 

- P all students = no population validity/her OWN students! 

- Not same emotions than in real car crash 
+ In real life done by Yuible and Cutshall (1986), found in real shooting that the “a” question made 

no differences! 
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b) Additional research 
 
 

i) Nature of Witness 
The expectations of the witness can affect their memory on the event 
 

Olport & Postman (1947) 
Showed a black and white photo – the black one held a blaze to the white man’s throat. It was 
remembered the other way around. Evaluation: no time validity 

 

Davis (1989), medical examinations of children (how accurate children recall) 

- Leading questions; both age groups (6-7/9-10) remembered really accurately 
- Don’t remember much but accurate (not quantity but quality) 

 
Eg. Remember more accurately if you empathize with victim (eg age, size…) 
 
 

ii) Nature of the event 
 

- Timing: the faster the event, the less detail 
- Context: if situation involves a wapon – rember less due to “”weapon focus” 
- Stress, emotion: “Boy shot in the face study”  the more stressful and traumatic, the less recall 

(repression or state-dependent forgetting) 
 
 

iii) Type of interview 
 

Interview: Verbal Protocols Cognitive Interview Geiselman et al 1985 

- used real students, showed them crime videos –interviewed by real policemen 
- first: standard interview (Witness describes in own words information recalled) 
- then: cognitive interview (recreate context, Report everything in detail, Change order, Change perspective) 
o Recreate the context of the crime 
o Get witness to repeat EVERY detail 
o Get them to recall event in different orders (beginning –end – middle…) 
o Get them to change perspectives (describe from other’s view point – “what do you think the girl 

there saw?” – recreated picture in head) 
 
- Geiselman developed the effect of COGNITIVE INTERVIEW - much more affective than ordinary 

interview - 17% increase in recall 

 
 
Evaluation 

- No population validity (only used students) 
- Videos = not ecological valid BUT real life policemen 
- Lab = demand characteristics, evaluation apprehension 
 

 
 


